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Ultraviolet Light and Fluorescent Minerals, by Thomas S. Warren, Sterling Gleason, Richard C. Bostwick, and Earl R. Verbeek, 1995, published by Thomas S. Warren (distributed by Williams Minerals, Rio, W.Va.), 209 pages, ISBN No. 0-9635098-0-2.   List price $19.95.   Includes some of the material from the Gleason book (see below), with new material, making it more collector-oriented. 

Fluorescence: Gems and Minerals Under Ultraviolet Light, by Manuel Robbins, 1994, published by Geoscience Press, Inc., Phoenix, Arizona, ISBN 0-945005-13-X, Library of Congress 93-077811.   List price $40.   Describes the mechanisms of fluorescence, and has an expanded list of minerals, their fluorescent responses, and localities.   Does not have much about the collecting side. 

Magnificent Rocks: The Story of Mining, Men and Minerals at Franklin and Sterling Hill, by Pete J. Dunn and Susan B. Cooper, 1997.   Intended for students of all ages, especially grades 4 through 8.   The book sells for $15 plus $4 shipping/handling (for U.S. shipment) and can be ordered by writing a check for $19 made out to Susan B. Cooper, and sending it to: Book Distributor, 14 Ravine Dr., Newton, NJ 07860 USA 

The Collector's Book of Fluorescent Minerals, by Manuel Robbins, 1983, ISBN 0-442-27506-4.   An excellent source of information, both at the beginning level and going into great detail on the mechanisms and history of UV lights and fluorescence.   Extensive lists and descriptions of fluorescent minerals and locales (focusing mainly on the U.S.A.).   Has tables for identification of minerals by fluorescent color, a bibliography, and discussions of collecting and color vision.  Was originally published by Van Nostrand Reinhold, but has since passed to several other publishers at generally increasing prices.   May still be in print. 

Infrared Luminescence of Minerals, D. F. Barnes, 1958, U. S. Geological Survey Bulletin 1052-C, pp. 71-157.   Includes tables of visible fluorescence as well as infrared. 

Where to Collect Fluorescent Minerals in the United States, by Mark C. Blazek, 1978, San Gabriel, Calif., Ultra-Violet Products, Inc., 34 pages.   A brief listing of locales by counties. 

Ultraviolet Guide to Minerals, by Sterling Gleason, 1960, San Gabriel, Calif., Ultra-Violet Products, Inc. (copyright 1972), 244 pages.   Has long been out of print and is hard to get.   This is generally similar in scope to The Collector’s Book of Fluorescent Minerals, with less emphasis on mechanisms of fluorescence, and much more detail on the use of ultraviolet in prospecting and mineral identification. 

Nature’s Hidden Rainbows, by R. W. Jones, Jr., 1970, San Gabriel, Calif., Ultra-Violet Products, Inc. (revised 2nd edition), 120 pages.   A good book about the fluorescent minerals of Franklin, New Jersey. 



Tables of Fluorescent and Radioactive Minerals, 3rd edition, by D. A. Stephenson, 1962, New Mexico State Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources, Circular 15, 44 pages. 

The Henkel Glossary of Fluorescent Minerals by Dr. Gerhard Henkel, Journal of the Fluorescent Mineral Society, volume 15 (1988-9), is the most exhaustive listing of fluorescent minerals known.   566 mineral species and 59 related substances are listed.   The glossary is printed in small-book format and is available from the FMS. 
___________

Alibris:

Nature's Hidden Rainbows: the Fluorescent Minerals of Franklin, New Jersey. by Jones, Robert W.  S Trade Paperback. Ultra-violet Products Inc, San Gabriel CA (1970)  price: $56.95

ILAB:

GLEASON, Sterling. ULTRAVIOLET GUIDE TO MINERALS. With Mineral Identification Charts.  San Gabriel, California: Ultra-Violet Products, 1972 Original wrappers. Pp. xii, 244, illustrated (partly in colour). A fine copy. US$40
__________
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Thomas S Warren 
July 26 1903 - November 4, 2001 

BRIEF HISTORY OF ULTRA-VIOLET PRODUCTS, INC.

The business started in 1932 at 6153 Santa Monica Blvd., in Hollywood where the big "red street cars" went by on a regular basis. At this time, Ultra-Violet Products, Inc. was the first company in the United States exclusively in the manufacture of cold quartz-type Ultra-Violet lamps. We were in the health field with medical lamps; in the mining field with prospecting lamps and in the industrial field with special chemical applications, as well as commercial uses. So, with these products, the Company grew over the years, thus making three major moves:

6158 Santa Monica Bivd., Los Angeles - Summer, 1932.
In the summer of 1932, I started my new business, ULTRA- VIOLET PRODUCTS, INC., in a rented building that was about 25' x 60' or a total of 1500 sq. ft. for $25.00 per month. Designs and mock-ups were made for the Model A Life Lite lamp and dies and molds ordered. The first sale was made on November 11, 1932. The first year was a living proposition, but the potential market seemed to have possibilities, so with the faith and confidence of three new stockholders and my father-in-law, Dr. Blaisdell, the business was incorporated December 18, 1933. In the Fall of 1933, I hired a girl Just out of high school as secretary (Mary Ryan). She remained with met for 37 years. A friend of mine was chief accountant for Arden Parma and he agreed to make a financial statement each month He set up my books and taught Mary to enter the sales and expenses each day. In this way I knew hew much I was losing or making each month.

5205 Santa Monica Blvd. Los Angeles. November 1940.
This was a building that had originally been a small garage. It wax approximately 38' x 80', or 2100 sq. ft. It was more than double the size of our former location and rent which had been $27.50 was now $50.00 per month. The move was made with the conviction that Mineralight sales held a bright future. Sales doubled the first year and the move was justified.

145 Pasadena Avenue South Pasadena - 1946.
Property was acquired in South Pasadena and a building 50' x 149' constructed with a total of 7000 sq. ft. There was so much room in the building that we rented one-third of the space to another concern for nearly a year. We had about 20 employees at the lime. It became evident in 1954 that within a couple of years, we would have to move to larger quarter.

5100 Walnut Grove Avenue. San Gabriel o 1955.
This building had been the old San Gabriel Winery and had space for future growth. The property had 3 4/5 acres and had two buildings. One was an old winery building with 32,000 sq. ft of floor space and the other an old distillery building with nearly 10,000 sq. ft. Nothing was suitable for our use as all buildings were fitted with tanks and alcohol equipment. The rebuilding of the old San Gabriel winery property started in March, 1955.

 The new building with its Fine production facilities and excellent offices was far superior to anything we had ever had. The one building alone now gave us 36000 sq. ft. as compared to 13,000 sq. ft. in South Pasadena. Everything was designed for efficiency and amid beautiful and quiet surroundings. We now have a physicist, a chemist and a development engineer, all well trained and qualified to give us new products, which will maintain our superiority in the Ultra-Violet field in the years ahead.

 The first part of this section on Ultra-Violet Products, Inc. was written in 1955, and the following part is written 40 years later in 1996.

 Thirty-nine years later. I ended my active management participation in the business in San Gabriel, where we occupied a building of over 40,000 sq. ft.

In 1973, I turned the business over to my son, Paul B. Warren. He has increased the volume of business. 

After retirement from active management of the business, I was occupied with fluorescent mineral sales and maintained this interest until 1998.
__________




